Woodwind Area Chamber Recital
Monday, May 13 at 5:30 PM
Directed by Janelle Gillespie, Erin Banholzer, Todd Groves, Zachary Feingold and Joanna McCoskey Wiltshire

Flutes en Vacances (1962)                      Jaques Casterede (1926 - 2014)

                Casterede Flute Trio
                Nichols Danseglio
                Beverly Ellwood
                Eliana Tucker

        II: Vocalise
        III: Danza

                Robert Strauss, flute
                Jillian Fetrow, oboe
                Nathan Soric, clarinet
                Anthonie Ramos, horn
                Julia McDonnell, bassoon

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik                           W.A.Mozart, 1756-1791, arr. Ronald Caravan
        Movement 1

Plaza Real                                         Gianfranco Gioia b.1971

                Saxophone Ensemble
                Emily Eisenberg, soprano, Robert Koteen, alto, Chance Trumbauer, alto, Ariana Moore, tenor, Nate Peterson, tenor, Stephen Goulet, baritone, Matt Greco

Divertimento (1942)                           Alfred Uhl (1909-1992)
        Movement 3

Klezmer Triptych                               Trad/arranged 2002 - Mike Curtis (1952)
        Movement 1

                Michael Fascetta, clarinet
                Kurt Hammen, clarinet
                Joe Gonzales, clarinet
                Yukai Chen, bass clarinet

Sunken Body (2024)                              Austin Perry (b. 2000)

                Brittany Barry, clarinet
                Evan Johnson, saxophone
                Sarah Koviac, flute
                Austin Perry, bassoon
                Mekhi Tyree, oboe
Voices (2021)  
Brian Raphael Nabors (b. 1991)

UD Clarinet Ensemble  
Brittany Barry, Allison Black, Yukai Chen, Andrew Dickinson,  
Michael Fascetta, Erica Friend, Aspen Gallegos, Joe Gonzales, Kurt Hammen,  
Taylor Keenan, Eric Martinez, Nathan Peterson, Nathan Soric

Spanish Dance from ‘La Vida Breve’ (1904)  
Manuel de Falla (1876-1946) Arr. Shaul Ben-Meir

Monochrome V (1982)  
Peter Schickele (1935-2024)

Celebration (2001)  
Katherine Hoover (1937-2018)

Flute Choir  
Sidney Beckerich, Angellia Brenneman (piccolo), Nicholas Danseglio (piccolo), Beverly Ellwood,  
Janelle Gillespie (conductor), Catherine Gilroy, Sarah Koviack (conductor),  
Clay Mattson (piccolo), Carolin Pulster, Robert Strauss (alto flute),  
Eliana Tucker, Abby Von Ohlen (bass flute), Lillian Woulfe